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Classic Patient Transport Carts

Classic Patient Transport Cart with Regal 300
Electronic Scale
Features an Regal 300 Electronic Platform Scale with black vinyl mat.  Allows you to
weigh patients anywhere in your facility. Ideal for obtaining an accurate weight of an
animal just prior to surgery. See Regal 300 Electronic Scale for electronic scale 
information.

Regal 300 Electronic
Scale lets you weigh
patients anywhere. 

P/N DESCRIPTION                               Inches Centimeters

12527-00-GZFSDH    Classic Patient Transport Cart 45.438W x 37.750H x 21.438D      115.41W x 95.89Hx54.37D
with Regal 300 Electronic Scale*

*See Electronic Scales Section for information on the Regal 300 

P/N DESCRIPTION                           Inches                         Centimeters

12511-00-GYFQDG      Classic Patient Transport Cart          45.221W x 36.513H x 21.284D 114.86W x 92.74H x 54.06D 

Raised outer edge keeps
fluids contained.

Convenient drawer
opens from either side. 

Complete frame
supports top

Tubular U-
shaped
uprights are
1” OD, 16-
gauge, Type
304, polished,
stainless steel.

Swivel casters, 5-in.
dia. wheel; two with
wheel brakes.

Intersection
of frame
and cross-
member is
coped and
welded.

One-piece die-formed Type 304 stainless steel
top provides a non-glare working surface.

Sides are
flanged
down and
hemmed to
eliminate
sharp edges.

Welded corners are
polished to a
smooth, satin finish.

Melamine-
finished
underside
repels 
moisture for
easy care
and long life. 

Classic Gurneys are
designed to transport patients to
and from various departments
within your facility. Classic
Gurneys are designed to with-
stand the jars and jolts of every-
day use to perform like new for
years to come. The strong tubular
U-shaped frame virtually elimi-
nates bends and breaks so com-
mon in straight-frame rolling
carts. What’s more, with our one-
piece welded tubular frame, all
the joints and connection points
are welded together for strength,
there’s no mechanical fasteners
which could loosen or fail. 

Stainless steel platform top and
lower shelf are flanged down and
hemmed  to help eliminate any
sharp edges.

Carts roll easily on Swivel Casters
with 5-in. (12.70cm) diameter
wheels; two have wheel brakes
for safety. 

Classic Patient Transport Cart
Stainless steel drawer slides open easily from either side to keep supplies close at hand. 

Casters

Base
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